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“…the only certain method that we can imagine to 
eliminate deadly entanglements of right and other large 
whales is the complete removal of ropes from the water 
column.”  

    The Large Whale Entanglement Working Group, 2008 

“…any lines [sic] rising into the water column has [sic] the 
potential to entangle a whale.” 

                  NMFS, 2005 

“Complete removal of buoy lines is recognized as the most 
‘whale safe’ technique for utilization of fixed gear” 

              NMFS, 2000 







acoustically triggered 
buoyless lobster trap

acoustic release system 

http://www.nero.noaa.gov/whaletrp/plan/gear/2006%20Large%20Whale%20Gear%20Research%20S
upplement.pdf

pop-up buoys 

Acoustic release technology

submerged head-gear

Rope-less Fishing 

http://www.nero.noaa.gov/whaletrp/plan/gear/2006 Large Whale Gear Research Supplement.pdf
http://www.nero.noaa.gov/whaletrp/plan/gear/2006 Large Whale Gear Research Supplement.pdf


”Baldwin buoyless” (1999) DeAlteris et al  “trap”  
(1999, 2007) 

Australian mesh bag (2007) 



Corroding “burn” wire Solenoid with cam and  
lever 

Motor with cam and  
lever 



Galvanic corrosion 

Underseareleases.com 

Digital timer Acoustic signal (~14 kHz) 















Pop-up Flotation Spool Concept 

WHOI 



Offshore Rope-Less Gear Prototype Design 

Low-Density Syntactic 
Foam (450m operational 
depth) 
>180lb buoyancy 

To respool rapidly, 
remove “cheek cage”, 
slide on pre-spooled 
line cartridge. 

32” diameter; 43” tall 
130 lb empty (as hauled 
aboard) 
340 lb w/ 900m ½” line 

Acoustic Release 
fits inside spool core 

Acoustic tag readable by 
any vessel with deck unit 
Unique signal for each 
owner/trawl 

Modular design for application in multiple environments 



Mooring Systems Inc. Bluefin Robotics 





• Monitoring 



LMA
Estimated Annual 

Trap Loss
Estimated Annual Value of 

Lost Gear

LMA1 175,878 $13,190,882.52

LMA
Estimated Total 
Econimic Loss

LMA1 $16,842,008.88



Use autonomous 
vehicles 
to enforce regulations  
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Use  whale-release rope (at least in the short term and with 
lighter duty gear) that is visually enhanced; evaluate “rope-
less” technologies, mainly targeting offshore, heavier duty 
gear for future implementation 
 



twerner@neaq.org)
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